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Comment on “Review of Methane Mitigation Technologies with
Application to Rapid Release of Methane from the Arctic”
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4. Clathrate Extraction. Established proposals exist for the
commercial extraction of methane by controlled clathrate
dissociation.8,9 This may be extended to unstable but
uneconomic deposits. Extraction operations may risk inadvertent destabilization of surrounding deposits, necessitating
caution.
5. Radical Chemistry. Zhou10 considered manipulation of
atmospheric NOx, and found signiﬁcant reductions to methane
residency times. This technique could address a substantial
fraction of the global methane budget by enhancing the
principal sink. Ozone impacts are likely unacceptable in an
unmodiﬁed Zhou scheme.

BACKGROUND
Stolaroﬀ discusses Global Warming Potential (GWP) and notes
(with appropriate citations) methane’s short atmospheric
lifetime and consequential high short-term GWP. Stolaroﬀ
also mentions the importance of possible changes to the OH
radical sink upon major releaseincreasing GWP, and
constituting a positive feedback to AGW. Kurtén 4 supports
this argument, which is consistent with the paleoclimatic
record.
Stolaroﬀ notes that two-thirds of current releases are
anthropogenic, but that releases from feedbacks to AGW may
alter this. Paleoclimatic records indicate a potentially signiﬁcant
role for natural methane releases in major climatic transitions,
for example, the Palaeocene-Eocene Thermal Maximum1
(noted by Stolaroﬀ) and the Permian-Triassic mass extinction.2
Feedback mechanisms discussed by Stolaroﬀ, and by Lenton3
may play a role in future transitions. Therefore, possible societal
and technical responses to any potential rapid releases of
methane from natural sources are an important subject for
research.

■

■

EXPANDED TECHNIQUES
6. Drainage Management. Soil moisture inﬂuences
methane budgets.11 A substantial fraction of the World’s land
surface is artiﬁcially drained,12 and this may be extended to
other wetlands. Pumped drainage, as in The Netherlands and
New Orleans, allows water tables to be set below sea level.
7. Lake Sealing. Stolaroﬀ et al. consider adding surfactants
to lakes. Nonbiodegradable foaming agents may be suitable, for
example, branched-chain isomers of sodium dodecylbenzene
sulfonate. Biodegradability of these agents is well studied.13
Foam mechanics have been previously studied, partly due to
industrial applications, such as brewing.14 Accompanying
artiﬁcial aeration may be used to control anoxia and inhibit
methanogenesis (where commercial recovery is not sought).
However, added air can dilute the methane stream,
complicating treatment. Alternatively, impermeable covers, for
example, polymer sheeting, could be used to trap methane for
treatment or use.
8. Bubble Management. Signiﬁcant bubble streams from
enduring point sources can be directed into ducting, then to the
surface for ﬂaring or use. Subject to seabed conditions, seeps
may be plugged; sealed and ducted; or actively pumped. Relief
wells may be drilled to intercept and depressurise source
reservoirs. Engineering techniques can be adapted from the oil
and gas industry.15,16 Salter17 proposed the use of pipe-laying
ships to deploy impermeable sea ﬂoor sheeting, with ducting
for gas recovery. This technique can be used for area sources,
and grouped point sources.
9. Ignition. Small, inexpensive spark devices can ignite
combustible methane/air mixtures at source. Technologies
include piezo-electrics, or induction coils and spark plugs.
Microrenewables can provide oﬀ-grid power. Ignition units can
be designed for use on soil or water surfaces. Device
distribution could be by air, vehicle or animal transport.
10. Compression-Heated Oxidation. Stolaroﬀ et al.
consider catalytically assisted compression heating and
oxidation of rareﬁed methane, but not in reciprocating engines.
Comparison of eﬃciency between engines types requires

ADDITIONAL TECHNIQUES

1. Water Depressurisation. Deep water in lakes exposed
to local methane sources may have a partial pressure of
methane greater than atmospheric. When depressurised
(lifted), it becomes supersaturated and eﬀervesces methanerich gas, permitting recovery. This ebullition changes buoyancy,
therefore ﬂow in continuous pipes can be self-sustaining,
creating fountains. Installations using this principle manage
CO2 concentrations in lakes, for example, Nyos, Cameroon.5
Kivu in DRC is undergoing comparable methane projects, for
fuel extraction.6 This technique is potentially proﬁtable for
near-term scaling. Availability of suitable sites requires research.
2. Polytunnels. Agricultural polytunnels (hoop houses) are
greenhouse-like linear structures. These are typically approximately semicircular in section; 1−5 m height; supported by
metal/polymer tubes or rods; and covered with transparent
polymer sheeting. They permit plant growth beneath, and
inﬁltration of precipitation into adjacent soil. Due to gasimpermeable covers, they tend to concentrate methane seeps
from covered soils, permitting treatment of methane-rich
interior air. Seep distribution surveys are required, as biomescale ground coverage is likely impractical, due to costs and
environmental impact.
3. Aquatic Strata Mixing. Geoengineering techniques for
mixing strata have been proposed.7 Mixing may promote
bubble dissolution by extending mean bubble path and altering
methane partial pressure of surrounding water. Mixing may
allow management of methanogenesis and methanotrophy by
means of temperature adjustment, aeration, and nutrient
transport. For point sources, targeted downwelling may raise
water velocities at vents, thus reducing mean bubble radius, or
aiding dissolution.
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rising methane and NOx concentration levels in the troposphere.
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numerical modeling. Heat transfer losses are reduced in larger
reciprocating engines (due to scale eﬀects) therefore large
marine diesel engines oﬀer a starting point for modeling.

■

CONCLUSION
We broaden and reﬁne the range of strategies for intervention
in the methane budget proposed by Stolaroﬀ. We note as
background: a potential risk of methane feedbacks and Earthsystem tipping points; possible future increases in the GWP of
methane; and the possible role of methane in mass extinctions.
We note the expected low cost of additional study, and suggest
research into a possible future global methane research and
emissions limitation strategy, including management of natural
sources. We recommend particular focus on techniques which
oﬀer near-term economic beneﬁts by fuel recovery (e.g.,
clathrate extraction [4]; water depressurisation [1]), and globalscale techniques, (e.g., radical chemistry [5]). No criticism of
Stolaroﬀ’s work is implied.
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